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We have, in the past, characterized the stock market's behavior as being good but not 

~ _good ·~enough.-ThisAdescription, _unfortunate1y_,_fitted "the~performance ~oLlas t,w eek ' __ ~~"'~~~_...,"' _____ ~ __ I...-
Admittedly, if nothing else, last week's gyrations relieved the boredom of the past few 

months. Ever since last summer, we have become accustomed, it seems, to the Dow dropp1ng 
about two points a day on an almost daily basis. Recent action, at least, serves to wake us from 
the sort of lethargy that this behaVior tends to engender. 

The fireworks began on Tuesday when; having skidded to a new low and broken "the 
800 level, the Dow managed to put on a dramatic rally in the last half-hour which erased most of 
the day's loss and brought the indicator back up above 800 on a closing basis. This was followed 
by a series of fits and starts on Wednesday morning, during which process the Dow by midday was 
back under 800 once more. From that point, an advance began, carrying for an almost-12-point 
gain on the day, one of the Average's best performances of the year. The strength continued 
through noon on ThursdaY,with an intra day high of 825.71 being reached before mild profit-taking 
set in. 

All this was impressive, although, as we suggested above, not sufficiently impressive 
when viewed in an historical context. Undoubtedly, in describing last week's market, the phrase 
"rebound from an oversold condition" will be heard. The question is just how oversold a condition 
was, in fact, reached, and the answer, apparently .. is not the sort of condition that has character
ized major bear-market bottoms in the past. 

Probably the most commonly-used technique in measuring short-term oversold and over
bought conditions is to add the total of net differences of advances and declines on each of the 
previous 10 days, a procedure which, obviously, tends to produce large negative values when the 

-1'--':'m"'a"'rKet nas oeen aOWiiSharply. By-itSeII"1J1'isfigure Is wortflless for long-range historical coni':' 
parisons, since the number of stocks traded on the NYSE has risen historically for many years. It 
is, however, easy to put the basic figure into historical perspective by expressing it as a per
centage of the total number of issues traded. On Tuesday of this week, the total excess of declines 
over advances for ten days was 4,lBB. As a percentage of issues traded for the same ten days it 
was 22.4%. 

It is possible to put this figure into focus by noting the fact that it is the B7th 
occasion since 1946 on which the ten-day excess of declines over advances reached 20% or more 
of the total of issues traded. Whatever relief last week's performance may have provided, it was 
hardly a jewel of great rarity. 

The 22% figure, furthermore, is not one which has been associated in the past with 
important bottoms. Almost invariably, the oversold nadir at such bottoms has exceeded 25% of 
issues traded and, in most cases, it has managed to move above the 30% figure. Such was the 
case, for example, in October, 1974, May, 1970, October, 1966 and June, 1962, and the condi
tions were little different at major lows going back into the mid-1940's and 1950's. 

Another point which must be raised is that the present occasion represents only the 
second time in the past 12 months of decline that a comparable oversold condition has been 
reached, the last one being more than a year ago in October, 1976. Previous major drops have 
been characterized by multiple and separate occasions on which the 10-day advance-decline total 
dropped below the 20% figure. The bear market of 1973-74 had no fewer than 11 such occurrences, 
and that of 196B-70-had.seven-~-Most-important;downswIngs in~~the past have·included~at least-~~- ~~

five. 
It is not our intention, with the above, to assume an overly pessimistic stance and 

our readers are familiar with the fact that such a stance is not characteristic of our current feelings 
about the stock market. Indeed, the market's ability to pull itself out of its lethargy and to begin 
to demonstrate difference of opinion among its participants by putting on Wide swings in both 
directions is to us a constructive sign. The historical record would seem to suggest, however, 
that what we saw last week was the beginning of such a process rather than the end of it. 
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